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On The Possibilities of Consistent Molecular Fragment Values
Amount of charge and the Extent of the charge circulation
Determining NMR shifts
S. ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
SHILLONG 793022 Meghalaya
On obtaining consistency in the fragmented magnetic susceptibility values corresponding to
molecular fragments, it is intended to report in this paper the necessity for differentiating the
amount of charge (electrical interactions) and the extent of charge circulation (induced magnetic
field) effects while breaking up the molecules to fragments. The studies made till now have
indicated the importance of this aspect and with the aid of computed NMR chemical shifts values
certain trends can be discerned which are significant while accounting for through space
contribution to NMR chemical shifts obtainable from experimental NMR spectra.
Keywords: Computational Chemistry; Absolute NMR shifts; Magnetic Susceptibility;
Molecular values; Molecular Fragment values; Classical magnetic dipole model; NMR shifts
and susceptibility values;
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On The Possibilities of Consistent Molecular Fragment Values
Amount of charge and the Extent of the charge circulation
Determining NMR shifts
S. ARAVAMUDHAN
Department of Chemistry
North Eastern Hill University
SHILLONG 793022 Meghalaya

INTRODUCTION:

The present contribution is in pursuance of the results Reported
at ISC104, S.V.University. Tirupati; Jan 2017.
This leads to the possibility of obtaining the C'-C and C-H sign
HI bond susceptibility values from the calculated Chemical shift
values. Such molecular fragment susceptibilities are necessary to
adapt classical dipole model for intra molecular calculations of
Shielding,
In particular the following conclusions arrived seem to require
more explanations for the interpretation of QM ab initio results
of chemical shifts and analysis of the Dipole Moment variations
and the partial charges generated on the atoms in the molecules
(Fig-0 in the images file at the end)
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METHOD OF CALCULATIONS and RESULTS

In the combined
Methane-Benzene systems,
the two molecules are
geometrically optimized
independently, and without
changing the structure
parameters, the molecules
are drawn on the structure
editor only varying the
distances of separation
between the two. The
relative dispositions are also
retained same all through
and only the distances are
changed between the two
molecular centers.
(Ref Fig. 1, and Fig. 2, in images
file at the end)

All QM calculations were carried out at the online Computational Chemistry
web server http://www.webmo.net the QM methods are specified at the reported
spectra and energy values in the figures and text. Generally GAUSSIAN (DFT
method) BPLY3 method with Basic 3-21G basis set.

Several variations are possible for these combinations as above; all
variations are not accounted for exhaustively as the task was mainly
to know trends of the influences on the calculated NMR parameters
After drawing the two molecules together on the structure editor, it
is thither possible to submit a job to optimize for the possible
interactions between the two molecules; then, obviously the two
molecules even if they remain well separated after optimization, the
individual geometries would not be the same as the independently
optimized structure.
Main body of the manuscript
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Thus effectively, after drawing the independently optimized
structure a HARD SPHERE condition prevails for the two
molecules as far as nuclear positional coordinates are held fixed,
however the electronic charges might interact and charge cloud
distribution would undergo changes, though with the unaltered
nuclear coordinates of the bonded atoms in the molecules. Variation
in electronic charge cloud distribution obviously would not be
known from the coordinates determining geometry, but
spectroscopic changes which depend on charge cloud distributions
and consequent combine energy of the system. A criterion thus is
set at what distances of separations (beyond which limit) is
the combined energy of the system is equal to the sum of the
energies of independent molecular structures?

Important point to note is that, when the molecules are drawn in
the Editor with their unaltered independent geometry
parameters, still if the distances of atoms in different molecules
happen to be of the order of the bonding distances, there can be
bonding interactions and this might reflect in the calculated
NMR spectra. Only when it is ensured that such bonding
Main body of the manuscript
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interactions are least, then the through-space (susceptibility
induced magnetic dipole) interactions predominantly contribute
to fields at the adjacent atomic nuclei. Significance of secondary
magnetic fields is discernible only at such distances of
intermolecular separations. The relevant criterion to assess this
aspect would be the sum of the energies of independent entities
as compared to the energy of the combined entity.

(Fig. 3 in images file at the end)
For the convention in the drawings for direction of Dipole
Moment, location of positive charges and negative charges:
illustration in Fig 3a –next sheet
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No other material matter is
present
within
the
molecules. And, hence,
even within the stable
molecules, the kind of ball
and stick is not present to
indicate bonding. Simply
the atomic nuclei get to an
equilibrium position and
because of the electronelectron
and
electronnuclear interactions which
depend on the distances, the
atoms in the molecules are
held fixed at specifiable
coordinates with reference
to
a
molecular
axes
system. Thus structure
editor representation of
bond between the atoms is
a possible drawing to
represent the bonding as
different from un-bonded
atoms. On the left hand side,
permitting
the
pointed
representation of atoms, is
the
representation
of
molecule more true to
reality. (Ref Fig. 1, and Fig. 2,
in images file at the end)

The representation pictorially of bonds and atoms is
because of the built library functions which automatically
draws the "bond" when the atoms are characterized by
input specifications.
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Thus at such proximity of the molecules as in the "Right Hand Side"
the bonding representation (between the proton 9 and carbon of
methane C7) is an artifact for a situation no bonding has been
intended in any sense, except that the distances occurring are not
within the realms of the built in function specifications (built in
function stores the data in terms of bond distances for the given
type of bonds between atoms. Or in other words, when the
distances as input when permit the single, double, or triple bonds,
the appropriate representation are made just because of the
distance. The chemists' notion of atoms bonded to form molecules
conventionally makes possible this visualization as convenient step
to get further insights. The above situations are exceptional and only
hypothetical for theoretical purposes to know trends by
extrapolation/interpolations and not factually measured data.
Never the less the trends thus inferred can reveal significant basis
for the formalisms which employ mathematical tools.

Two molecules with zero dipole moments independently, brought to
the proximity of each other even at non bonding distances of separation
possess non vanishing dipole moments. (Fig. 2 at the end).
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Sum of the Energies of independent methane and benzene molecules is
to be compared with the Energy of the combined system for varying
distances of separation.

(Fig-5 in images file at the end)
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Thus even in the intra molecular case, functional groups which are at
non bonding distances could have electrical charge influences mutually.
And, Magnetic Susceptibity arising out of Charge circulations may not
be entirely separable from the point of view of mutual electrical
interactions. This is a factor to consider for consistent set of Molecular
Fragment Susceptibity values obtained from Molecular susceptibility
values
Remarks on the electron charge based interactions and the Charge
circulation based magnetic fields in the context of non bonded functional
groups have been included in the Publication: And, this contribution is
aimed at providing the required clarifications, and illustrations to note
the Chemical shift contributions in NMR spectra obtained as results by
Abinitio QM chemical shift calculations, as included in the paper
published (reference cited below)
“QM Chemical Shift Calculations to infer on the
Long-range Aromatic Ring Current-induced Field
Contributions”
by S. Aravamudhan,
Journal of Materials Science and Engineering A 5 (5-6) (2015)
181-196
doi: 10.17265/2161-6213/2015.5-6.001
http://www.davidpublisher.org/Public/uploads/Contribute/55caa44375828.pdf

http://nehuacin.tripod.com/JMSE-Paper-Aravamudhan.pdf
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(Fig-4 in images file at the end)
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(Fig-5 in the images file at the End)
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(Fig-6 in the images file at the End)
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(Fig-8 in the images file at the end)
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(Fig-8 in the images file at the end)
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(Fig-9 in the images file at the end)
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CONCLUSIONS:
The NMR spectra Calculated by QM methods reflects reasonably the amounts of
charge varying with distances of separations. And, beyond the separation of a
specified critical distance at which the electrostatic interactions are minimal as
reflected from the difference of energy of combined system from the sum of the
independent molecular energies.
At larger distances than the critical distance, the differences between the NMR
chemical shifts of corresponding protons of independent systems and that of
combined systems are mainly due to the induced magnetic field effect due to the
molecular susceptibilities. The amount of charge on atoms interacting are much
shorter range interactions, due mainly to the possibility that these are local
circulations of charges bound to the nuclear atoms, where as the electron charge
cloud circulations must provide for a certain delocalization of charge cloud and
less tightly bound to nucleus and the velocity of circulation might be greater.
The above inferences on the basis of intermolecular situation, warrants the caution
if the susceptibility of molecular fragments are obtained by empirical fitting,
consistencies may not be from all perspectives since separation of charge
delocalization and intra molecular regional circulations, may not be amenable for
an “only empirical” approach in fragmenting the molecular susceptibilities.
References:

“QM Chemical Shift Calculations to Infer on the
Long-Range Aromatic Ring Current-Induced Field Contributions”
Sankarampadi Aravamudhan
Journal of Materials Science and Engineering A 5 (5-6) (2015) 181-196
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